Year 3 Spring, Humanities

Ancient Egypt Land of Light
(The achievements of the Ancient Egyptians – an overview of where and when
they appeared and a depth study of Ancient Egyptian life, trade and culture)
Working towards ...Ancient Egyptian Shadow Puppet Show

Prior Learning (skills and knowledge)

Essential history skills

Previously, Chn have …
• Studied the Iron Age (700BC to 43AD) in Year 3
• Compared how things move in Year 3 Forces
• Studied the use of rocks for buildings and statues in Year 3
• Mapped the world’s continents and oceans in Year 2
• Studied money in Year 2 maths and have some idea of trade
• Studied the Regents Canal in Y1, Thames in Y2

This time children will
Place Ancient Egypt within an overview of world history in terms of chronology, placing
events, artefacts and historical figures on a time line using dates.
Understand how change occurred over time during the Ancient Egyptian era.
Describe the social, ethnic, cultural or religious diversity of Ancient Egypt.
Describe the characteristic features of the Ancient Egyptians, including ideas, beliefs,
attitudes and experiences of men, women and children.
Use evidence to ask questions and find answers to questions about the past.

Key vocabulary to be taught/embedded
General historical: dates, era, change, chronology, civilizations, ancient, historical sources and time period.
Primary and secondary sources of evidence.
Ancient Egypt: worship, slave, pyramid, papyrus, hieroglyphs, pottery, amulet, obelisk, scarab beetle, ankh,
canopic jars, afterlife, sarcophagus, tomb, dynasty, temple, mummy, mummification, pharaoh, sphinx, Cleopatra, Hatshepsut, Tutankhamun, Egyptologist, Imhotep,
Ramesis II, Ra, Giza, Valley of Kings, Red Sea, camel

Suggest suitable sources of evidence for historical enquiries.
Use more than one source of evidence for historical enquiry in order to gain a more
accurate understanding of history.
Describe different accounts of a historical event, explaining some of the reasons why
the accounts may differ.
Suggest causes and consequences of some of the main events and changes in history.

Essential geography skills
This time children will

Rivers: bank, brackish, channel, current, delta, deposition, erosion, estuary, floodplain, meander, mouth, oxbox lake, plunge pool, rapid, reservoir, river bed, sediment, source, transportation, tributary, waterfall,
transport, trade

River Nile and trade: gold, papyrus, linen, grain (traded
by the Egyptians for wood, ebony, copper, iron, ivory
and lapis lazuli), Mediterranean, ports, goods, ships,
economy, merchants

Locate key rivers and Ancient Egyptian locations on maps and in Atlases.
Compare the key features of the River Nile and the River Amazon.
Describe and understand key aspects of rivers as used by humans, including the use of rivers for
settlement, trade, transportation and the growing of crops with particular reference to the Nile.
Describe and understand key aspects of the physical geography of rivers, including naming parts of a
river, understanding where a river starts and ends, how rivers flow, how they deposit minerals,
understanding tributaries and the dangers posed by flooding.
Ask and answer geographical questions about the physical and human characteristics of a location.

Ancient Egypt

Key content

Location: Children should locate Egypt, the Nile and Giza in an Atlas and study maps of Ancient Egypt making links between settlement location and the
Nile.
Chronology: timeline of Ancient Egypt and how this fits into the wider timeline of history taught previously. Children should also create a timeline of the
major pharaohs (Cleopatra, Hatshepsut, Tutankhamun, Ramesis II, Imhotep) and research the characteristic features of each era.
Food and farming: The role of the Nile in Ancient Egyptian farming and why Ancient Egyptian settlements were built on its banks.
Trade: Children learn the principles of trade by doing a class trading activity. They will learn how the Egyptians used their resources (gold, papyrus,
linen, grain) and traded with European civilisations at the mouth of the Nile for wood, ebony, copper, iron, ivory and lapis lazuli).
Transport: Children learn about how Egyptian ship building progressed through time, starting with ships made from the papyrus plant with no sail to
eventually ships built from traded Lebanese cedar wood with sails. They should also learn about how camels were used to transport goods on land.
Buildings: Children should learn about how the pyramids were built and the role of cargo ships bringing rocks from quarries to the building site at Giza.
They should learn about the people that built the pyramids.
Beliefs: Children should learn about mummification and the belief in the afterlife. They will complete an activity where they mummify a piece of fruit.
Evidence: Children should study secondary sources such as photos of mummies, hieroglyphics, the Rosetta Stone and non-fiction texts in reciprocal
reading.

Rivers
Location: Children should locate some of the world’s major rivers (Thames, Nile, Congo, Mississippi, Amazon, Danube, Ganges, Yangtze, Zambezi) identifying which country and continent they are in.
Physical geography: Children should learn and label the main parts of a river on a diagram (bank, bed, mouth, source, tributary) and understand how
they form and flow (but not to the extent that will be needed in Year 4’s Water Cycle unit where the science of states of matter plays a bigger role). They
should study how tributaries form practically by pouring water on grooved surfaces and watching how the water flows. They should make a link to gravity and their previous Year 3 forces learning.
Flooding: Children should learn what flooding is and how flooding can both be a negative (destruction and disruption) and a positive (depositing minerals that help the land become more fertile), making a link to how the Ancient Egyptians farmed in the land around the Nile delta.
Human geography comparison: Compare the key human features of the River Nile with the River Amazon and their uses for trade, transportation and
settlement.

